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Tip

When it comes to printing, it is a

good idea to experiment with different

shapes and combinations of colors

before committing to a final design.

You can keep your experiments as

references for future craft projects.

3 Use the oval stamp to print a repeat pattern on a
sheet of white paper. You can achieve lovely effects by
overprinting with a second color. I have printed rows
of blue ovals and then used the same stamp to
overprint slightly to one side using silver.

4 Use a square eraser to make another stamp in the
same way, and print a second sheet of white paper
with a different pattern. I have rotated my stamp for
alternate rows and have overprinted with a simple
circle cut from a square eraser.

5 To make a clipboard, stick a sheet of printed paper
to the gray board (grey board) using craft glue.

6 Cut a strip of patterned paper to the same width as a
binder clip. Fold the paper around the clip and trim
the edges for a neater fit. Stick the paper onto the clip
using craft glue.
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You will need

I Thin brown card stock (card) 
I Sheets of lined, graph, or

plain paper
I Ruler
I Pencil

FABRIC DETAIL

notebooks

1 To make the pen design notebook,
cut two rectangles from the brown
card stock (card) that measure 4 x 6
in. (10 x 16 cm). Cut a number of
sheets of paper to the same size. Use
a craft knife and protect your work
surface using a cutting mat.

2 Trace out the pen templates and
transfer them on to one rectangle of
brown card stock (card), positioning
the template approximately 2/3 in.
(1.5 cm) in from the right-hand edge
(see page xx).

I Cutting mat
I Craft knife
I Templates, page xx
I Tracing paper
I Masking tape
I Black felt-tip pen

I Scraps of fabric
I Pins
I Scissors
I Craft glue
I Sewing machine

2

These little notebooks are so quick to put together

and cost next to nothing to make. At the end of

the school year, when all the school books come

home, I remove unused pages from those that are

not going to be needed the following year and

recycle them to make little booklets like the ones

in this project. They are small enough to slip into

an envelope with a birthday card as a little gift for

a friend. 

*Thank you for choosing to download this project. The copyright belongs to CICO Books, so selling or distributing the material to a third party is prohibited. We don’t mind if you 
share it with a friend, but please do not make multiple copies without our permission. Copyright law is there to protect the work of the originator and unauthorised copying is illegal
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3 Go over the traced pencil lines using
black felt-tip pen. Make the lines thick—
it does not matter if there is a variation in
the thickness of the line, that is part of
the design.

4 Working on a cutting mat and using a
craft knife, cut out the inner shapes of
the pens from the tracing paper to use as
templates. Cut 2 mm in from the drawn
outline.

5 Pin the pen templates to scraps of
brightly colored fabric and use scissors to
cut out the shapes.
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6 Glue the wrong side of the colored
fabric shapes and stick them in position
on the brown card stock (card). If the
fabric goes over the black pen lines, trim
them down a bit more. 

7 Assemble the notebook, with your
trimmed pages between the front and
back card stock (card) covers. Don’t
make the booklet too thick, as you won’t
be able to sew it. Finish with a zigzag
stitch down the left-hand side.
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*Thank you for choosing to download this project. The copyright belongs to CICO Books, so selling or distributing the material to a third party is prohibited. We don’t mind if you 
share it with a friend, but please do not make multiple copies without our permission. Copyright law is there to protect the work of the originator and unauthorised copying is illegal

This project is taken from A YEAR IN CRAFTS by Clare Youngs
Find out more about the book here: http://www.rylandpeters.com/a-year-in-crafts
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